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Personal Introduction

• B.S. in Urban Forestry

• M.S. in Tree Physiology

• Director of Technical Services for the Davey 
Tree Expert Company

– We help people protect their trees and prevent 
problems associated with them

• My goal is to expand how you think about 
trees during the next 25 minutes



Three Distinct Topics

• Trees as Liabilities

• Trees as Assets
– “Trees add value to a community, 

but they also come with their own 

issues.” 

• Taking Control
– “This session will focus how to use 

trees to enhance your community’s 

value and how managers can be 

proactive in addressing potential 
legal and economic issues.”



Trees as Liabilities

• Why not start with Assets?

• If I ask you to think about the trees in your 
community, what comes to mind?



What Comes to Mind?

• Annual costs associated 
with:
– Pruning – visibility, line 

clearance, etc.

– Removals – personal and 
property damage

– Roots that break sidewalks, 
curbs, and sewers

• Direct liability from all 3



What Comes to Mind?

• Storms that are difficult 
budget for

• Questions from the public 
– Who answers them?

• Species complexity!



What Comes to Mind?

• Exotic/Invasive pests 

– Tree killers, not routine issues

– More frequent and more serious (EAB, PSHB, 
TCD, ALB etc.)

Photos:  Dr. Dan Herms, Ohio State University



What Comes to Mind?

• University of California Riverside

– California gets 6 new per year

– Florida and Hawaii get about 15 per year

Graph David Kellum, Ph.D. – San Diego County Entomologist



Trees as Liabilities

• If I ask you to think 
about the trees in 
your community, 
what comes to mind?

• Nice “decorations” to 
have, but…



Three Distinct Topics

• Trees as Liabilities

• Trees as Assets
– “Trees add value to a community, but they 

also come with their own issues.” 

• Taking Control
– “This session will focus how to use trees to 

enhance your community’s value and how 

managers can be proactive in addressing 
potential legal and economic issues.”



Trees as Assets

• What assets in your community appreciate 
in value as they get older? 

– Real estate?

– Pipes, cars, computers, etc. all go down in value

– Trees increase in value and benefits delivered as 
they age

• What does this mean?



Quantifying Tree Benefits:  i-Tree
“Putting USFS Urban Forest science into the hands of users”

www.itreetools.org

The Davey Institute

• Credible, USDA FS peer-
reviewed tools

• Free public domain 
software

• Continuously improved

• Technical support



Benefit 1: Stormwater  

• Trees intercept and hold rain 
on leaves, branches, and 
other surfaces

• Increases storage in soil

• Reduces erosion 

• Reduces stormwater runoff



Benefit 2:  Energy Use

• Trees shade buildings
– Reduces demand for air 

conditioning

– Reduces electricity 
consumption

• Trees are windbreaks that 
reduce heat loss in winter

Transpiration cools the air

Trees reduce urban heat island effects



Benefit 3: Improve Air Quality
• Absorb pollutants through leaf 

surfaces
 O3 (ozone)
 NO2 (nitrogen dioxide) 
 SO2 (sulfur dioxide)

• Intercept dust and/or 
particulate matter (PM10 and 
PM2.5)

• Release oxygen

• Trees reduce the demand for 
energy consumption, which 
reduces the creation of many 
pollutants



Benefit 4: CO2 Reduction

• Trees are largely made of carbon 
so they take carbon out of the air 
and turn it into tissue (bark, 
leaves, wood, etc.)

• Trees reduce energy needs which 
helps avoid carbon release in the 
first place



• Tree-filled neighborhoods: 
• Lower levels of 

domestic violence  
• Are safer and more 

sociable

• Tree-filled landscapes 
reduce stress

• Trees decrease need for 
medication and speed 
recovery times

• People spend more money 
shopping along tree-lined 
streets

Some Benefits are Hard to Quantify…



Large Trees Provide More Benefits

Callery Pear - $32.7/yr in 
benefits

Bur oak - $119.87/yr 
benefits



Adding it Up



Minneapolis i-Tree Assessment

 $6.8 million in energy savings

 $9.1 million in reduced storm water 

runoff

 $1 million improvements to 

air quality

 $7.1 million increase in 

property value 



Milwaukee i-Tree Assessment

EAB Structural Impacts:

• 17.4% Canopy Loss

• 30,000 public ash trees

EAB Functional Impacts: 

• $243,785 less pollutant removal

• $138,000 less energy savings (cooling costs)

• $2.6 million reduction in storm water benefits (1996 study)



Three Distinct Topics

• Trees as Liabilities

• Trees as Assets
– “Trees add value to a community, but they 

also come with their own issues.” 

• Taking Control
– “This session will focus how to use trees to 

enhance your community’s value and how 

managers can be proactive in addressing 
potential legal and economic issues.”



Taking Control

• Trees have both asset and liability qualities

• When you think of the trees in your 
community, if your forestry budget comes to 
mind you are probably focused more on the 
liability than the asset

• Yet the assets of the urban forest:
– Are quantifiable 

– Provide for community engagement

– Provide for program defensibility



Inventory/Assessment
• You cannot manage what you do not know

• Create an Inventory

– How many?  What kind?  How big?  What condition?



Information from an Inventory 



Understand the Asset Value

Comprehensive 

Value

Environmental 

Services

Structure

Strategic 

Management



• Helps link trees to 
community values

• To ensure that future 
generations can enjoy 
at least the same 
natural resources that 
we did.

Why a Benefit Based Approach?



Assets Engage the Public



Assets Influence Decision Making and Policy



Assets Inform Economics

$2.94 in benefits for every $1 spent



Parting Thought

• “A community should see itself in the same 
way as its trees.  If trees are dying, the town 
is dying.  Planting trees symbolizes a 
community that is alive, prosperous, and 
growing.”

– Arnold Leak, Mayor of Valley, Alabama



Questions/Comments?

james.zwack@davey.com




